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Patient Case #1

Case Overview

• 57-year-old patient with IIIC grade 1 endometrioid endometrial cancer (pMMR, ER/PR+, p53wt, HER2 1+)
• Now with recurrent pMMR endometrial cancer with peritoneal carcinomatosis.
• She completed adjuvant carboplatin/paclitaxel/IO on trial 6 months ago.
Patient Case #2

Case Overview

- 57-year-old patient with IIIC1 serous uterine cancer
- Now with recurrent pMMR, p53mut, HER2 3+ endometrial cancer with peritoneal carcinomatosis.
Patient Case #3

Case Overview

- 57-year-old patient with IIIC grade 1 endometrioid endometrial cancer (dMMR, ER/PR+, p53wt, HER2 1+)
- Now with recurrent dMMR endometrial cancer with a new LUQ/splenic flexure 3 cm mass.
- She completed adjuvant carboplatin/paclitaxel/IO on trial and completed maintenance IO 4 months ago.
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New treatment paradigm

- **MMRd**
  - Mutation
    - Chemo+IO
    - IO alone?
  - Methylation
    - Chemo+IO
    - IO alone?

- **MMRp**
  - P53abn
    - Chemo+bev
    - +/- IO?
  - HER2
    - Chemo+HER2 targeting
    - +/- IO?
    - Chemo+IO+PARPi
    - Chemo→PARPi?
    - Exportin 1 inhibitor?
    - Chemo→Exportin 1 inhibitor?

- **POLEmut**
- **Observation?**

- **NSMP**
  - HRD pos
    - P53wt
    - Exportin 1 inhibitor?
  - HRD neg
    - P53wt
    - Hormonal therapy combinations
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